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What Is The Best Solution For Every Marketing Team To Create Targeted Leads Data?

One of the most common problems for B2B sales and marketing teams today is to create a B2B lead database, which 
gets 100% results. A database that covers most of your target's potential, ranging from your industry, country, state, 
city, address, contact details, name, email address, social aids, Skype, and other important information. This is B2B 
Leads data that can be communicated through sales and marketing through emails, social media, sales visits and 
telemarketing. A Leeds Database that can grow regularly and can be nurtured to produce results.

When you identify target audiences and web resources where a large amount of target audience data is available and 
manually capture data, it is important to automate this process with the web scraping tool/software. Business lead 
extractor software is a concept of web scraping. In other words scroll up a web to pull in contacts, names, emails, 
phones, and other details. Having a web scraping tool enables regular data collection with very little human 
involvement, so sales and marketing can focus on the skilled part of their jobs.
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Which Web Scraping Tool Is Best For Extracting Data From Multiple Websites?

Web data extraction tools for leads are an important step in promoting a consistent flow of  target 
audience data. It is important for sales and marketing teams to check the data and remove non-critical 
information so that better database quality is maintained and performance is increased. The Top Lead 
Extractor is essential data scraping software for any B2B marketers that can target business leads in 
seconds and lesser your human effort of  sorting the data. It lets you create your own fresh targeted 
business leads data from multiple websites.

What Is A Top Lead Extractor?

Top Lead Extractor Software helps you to search and extract thousands of  business leads from 
thousands of  websites/internet which captures complete contact details, Email, and Social profiles. It 
is a must-have software for anyone who would like to target businesses to generate leads.

Who Can Use A Top Lead Extractor? Is It Ok For Me?

Top Lead Extractor is highly targeted Business Lead Extraction software that can be used and loved 
by marketing agencies, freelancers, sales and marketers, business owners, business development, 
digital marketing consultants whoever wants to targeted businesses to sell their products & services..
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Why You Should Have to Use choose Top Lead Extractor?

The top lead extractor is a user-friendly web scraping tool. You don't need any special skills or programming to use it!

A 3-in-1 tool, you can get email ID, social ID and phone number using the top lead extractor software.

It brings you real-time business leads from the website/internet for your search keywords.

Get a sample free sample lead for your targeted business.

And best of all, hundreds of leads can be produced at a very low cost.

Top Lead Extractor extracts all the contact details from the various websites with the source URL. So you don't have to 
worry about data quality.

You may have a recorded video demo for a better understanding.

If you want to use this screen scraping software on PC or Laptop, you may change the machine by requesting for 
computer change license.

You can search for unlimited keywords and export unlimited data for your b2b marketing campaign.

You can save extracted data in many formats such as Excel Sheet, Text format, and CSV format.
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